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I've lost thirty-two pounds. of excess fat in ten weeks. I actually wholeheartedly and
enthusiastically recommend this reserve. If you are overweight, and want to do something
about any of it, this book has the information you should change your life for good. My new
year's resolution for 2014 is to just work at getting back in shape. Nothing too dramatic. That
isn't really what it is.My own testimony: I am 6' 2" tall and 35 years old. My pounds has been
over 250lbs going back few years. But I've a large frame, and my own body type is primarily
mesomorphic, with a solid endomorphic influence. This implies I have a good deal of muscle
tissue and definition, but also have always carried a substantial amount of fat.THEREFORE I
carried the body fat well, therefore I didn't particularly treatment. Works as advertised. I'd tell
people just how much I weighed, plus they never would trust me. In any case, my BMI was
about 31 and my body excess fat was over 30%. I idly considered doing something about any
of it. I bought the main book of this series (to which this reserve is a supplement) last year, but
it sat on my shelf collecting dust. discipline. I acquired on the level. On March 2nd 2006, I went
to the doctor's for my checkup. Nuts. I didn't pick this publication up and think, I want to go
through this cover to cover. I've bought a good scale and blood circulation pressure monitor,
and also have kept daily tabs on my progress. That's right. 200/100. Good round quantities.
I've had somewhat high blood pressure for years. Always 140/80 or much less. A means of
life.We was - to put it bluntly - a fat gluttonous hypertensive lush.. I had it taken again that
afternoon, and it came out at 169/90. I was officially experiencing hypertension.The old
clich?d wake-up call. I had been eating a whole lot. Not poorly, I hardly ever eat junk or
prepared food. But richly. Lots of cheese, desserts, loaf of bread, salt, sugar, second and third
portions... So easy, smart way to start So, I'm not composing this review predicated on writing
style. And wines. And I'm eating constantly. tonic. And bourbon. All extremely yummy stuff.
This new reading blew my mind. I'm on the fence On the one hand the book has inspirational
tales of others success, dishes, shopping guidelines, food ideas, and a quick overview of the
Abs Diet program. I took the primary book of the series off the shelf, and examine it. I went out
and bought a little notebook, which I christened my food diary. I documented everything I put
in my mouth for approximately a month. I began simultaneously phasing the principles in this
reserve into my life.We eat five smaller meals a time, 3 or at the most 4 hours aside.
Wholegrains. dramatic. I make the perfect choices I can, each and every time, knowing that
each point I put in my mouth is making me healthier and leaner. I've stopped alcohol
consumption & I could feel my own body burning it aside. what doesn't. I am lifting three days
weekly the last three weeks- the differance provides been pretty immediate & Tasty meals.
Each & Like I say, simple good options, regularly made.Addendum: November 13, 2006:After a
summer season of partial laxity during which I hovered in the reduced 230's (never exercising,
and therefore not cutting that 6-pack) We re- engaged fully in August, began sporadically
working out and lost another 15 pounds, weighing in now c. It tipped. Lean proteins- fish,
poultry &If you need the extra boost and motivation, okay, i quickly think you should get the
Eat Right EACH AND EVERY TIME Guide. Healthy fat like olive oil and avocado paste.. I have
recently had one complete month of inactivity due to some additional work duties and I still
did not grow (which normally I got a inclination of) because I ate the proper food. I counted
calories, protein, carb & fats percentages for some weeks (which this course of action does
not suggest, but I sensed was important for me, just so I could get a feeling of what I was
consuming) - but do no formal exercise at all. I have already been active - walking a lot (I
usually take stairs, execute a lot of yard & Good luck.) but have not eliminated out of my
method to exert myself. It's 90% Diet 10% exercise.I started this diet about a month ago.



None.It's been just over two months on the plan. Then my blood pressure: 200/100.Today is
May 11th, 2006. On the other hand it's a listing of the Abs Diet plan. That is clearly a loss of
32pounds, to day. My blood circulation pressure is 127/80. It was not over - or even really near
140/90 - in weeks. Several small portions of basic but tasty meals, every three hours or so.
almost every other caloried drinks altogether. I feel so much better - almost euphoric at times.
And gin & I'm still losing weight at a rate of about two pounds a week. I drink drinking water
and lightly sweetened iced tea all day. I am rarely hungry, so when I am this means it's time to
eat.I am not doing this for aesthetic reasons, but folks have noticed - particularly girls - and I
got to admit it's gratifying. When I finally lower my six-pack - which I expect to perform by the
around the finish of the summer, with just a little exercise - it is going to be nice. I still possess
about 30lbs of fat to lose.So, this is the deal: if you want to know how get rid of fat without
destroying your rate of metabolism and losing muscle, buy this series. It should take
significant permanent changes in your daily life, probably, but the results will a lot more than
compensate. It has helped me reach a spot where I could scan the elements and nutrition
values quickly and find out what's best for me and what's not. It is also much smaller, and so
very portable - easily slipped right into a glove compartment, book handbag, purse, or even
pocket.Until 8 weeks ago. Anybody can do it. Your reality today is merely an accumulation of
millions of choices. It details the dietary guidelines, and provides very quick & simple, good
tasting recipes. I'd say that you could buy this, and not work with the other, main book and
you'd have all the information you need. This publication has a lot more recipes, and all the
essential nutrition information. It really is win win earn, requiring just a little of self-
consciousness & What it doesn't have is the workout plan. However the workout can be
secondary. Nutrition is over 80% of the overall game here.Upshot: Get them both, but that is to
my brain the more helpful of the two. Might find the same content on websites but that's
scattered all over the place. consume with deliberation. You will not regret it. house work, etc.
fruit. So easy to make and actually delicious! I eat plenty of good, substantive food. every food
choice is definitely a deliberate one.This plan is really simple, and easy. Vegetables, berries
&This book - almost a booklet, really - may be the core of the program. Make 90% of them
well, and you will get good results.This guide is a supportive guide compared to that program,
and is proving helpful. no breakfasts. 263lbs. What I really wanted was an easy way to try this
diet plan, along with some helpful starter recipes to send out me off on my way. Type of an
intro to a trial period for me. No lifting. What I -do- like concerning this reserve is usually how
easy it's organized for reference. If I'm out to eat, I can check what I'm ordering against the
"cheat sheet" in the book (which is pretty handy, and I could copy it down onto an index cards I
retain in my wallet). If I'm stumped on what to make for a smoothie, there are really short,
quick recipes throughout the reserve.If I'm wondering what specific brands I could just get at
the supermarket, those ideas are listed too-- saves me a lot of time if I'm not familiar with my
go-to item yet & I need to know what matches the plan & I bought a blender and have begun
drinking smoothies.I'm not reviewing the diet, because various things work for differing
people.But I'm pleased I didn't need to read an entire 500 page reserve to find out if this diet
was doable for me personally. Good read. Just backing up the idea that the key to pounds loss
is your daily diet. No running. If you eat crap you appear to be crap. More fantastic recipes
from the author! Wow and twice wow! I love the recipes in this book! We bought this
publication together with his "The Abs Diet" book. We love to cook and the majority of these
recipes are right up there with the very best! 218 lbs. This publication is, nevertheless,
repetitive (passages/pages discussing "The Abs Diet" book). The portion sizes are usually



plenty to possess leftovers ~ for freezing or eating the next day for lunch time! Primarily I
thought it would be more of what things to eat at every chance guide. It is definately worth
getting Both these fantastic books! We have lost 7 pounds. and continue to maintain/lose. I
can't wait for his women's book developing in May! It will be interesting to start to see the
variations in the books.We went house that evening and resolved to improve. I weighed in
today at 231 lbs.I think it's helpful, it is small plenty of to retain in a person or briefcase for daily
reminders. I simply don't know if it's necessary. beef jerky. BUT, that's necessary in the event
that you haven't purchased "The Abs Diet" book because you'd be a little bit dropped. One
which - if you embrace it, will change your life forever in very positive methods. There is a few
of that within, but that is not the whole book and it isn't easy to navigate the publication to get
the info you want fast enough. Very Interesting!! Understand though that this isn't a "diet" - it
really is a dietary technique. It'll be a intimidating task, but hey - I defeat cancer last year,
getting in shape seems just like the natural next step!!Anyway, my weight-lifter brother-in-law
offered to be a trainer and supporter if you ask me in this effort. Five Stars LOVE IT 6 years
later but still a go-to I'm going back through my order history and writing evaluations. Forgive
yourself for your failures, prefer to get decisively slack, re- affirm your goals, and you will
progress. Good book to start off with Good book to begin with if you are racking your brains on
what to eat and what never to. You will like everything you eat, you won't starve, and you will
lose fat and become healthier. Very gracefully.So go, learn the concepts & It's a small book.
You need to be patient initially as developing a sense of what so when to consume and what
not to takes some time. Awesome Great read Works as advertised.That is technically obese,
though I neither felt nor looked it. Shed 20 pounds a few years back following this program. I
wasn't scared, just astonished. It's even more of a means of consuming than what most
people consider a diet plan because it is not very restrictive. Worked for me personally. Ate six
smaller meals per day, didn't count calorie consumption, and felt great. I tired his Eight Hour
Diet nonetheless it didn't work as well as this plan did for me. Unlike with intermittent fasting,
which also helped me lose weight, this course of action kept me feeling more pleased and
energetic all day long.. I think the key is the six smaller meals and avoiding certain bad foods. I
lost typically two pounds weekly on it. Test it out for.And my bodyfat has basically melted -
metabolized - inexorably away.. The first suggestion he provided me was to read the Abs Diet
- which I am doing. Bought this in 2010 2010 and still go to it today. Great book Four Stars
Thanks Five Stars Great
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